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Abstract : This paper examined the context of globalization and Islam and accommodation or containment of one by the other.
The paper is born out of the misconception and misunderstanding among many people that globalization is purely Western,
anti-Islam and that Islam, globalization and Islam are diametrically opposed as such have no places for accommodating each
other. The study used secondary sources to gather data. The study found that from its origin, Islam is in the whole context, a
globalized religion and the contemporary globalization is already contained by Islam; that while contemporary globalization is
centered on Western world, values and preferences (Western civilization, information and communication technology, free
markets, trade and investments); some of the major foundation works that are aiding globalization were originally handiworks
of past great Muslims (Islamic civilizations, Order of Algebra, tools of Navigation, Calligraphy, Medicine, Astronomy et cetera)
whose major values are not Islamic; with globalization the Muslims have greater opportunities of spreading of Islam and
practicing it in a most conducive atmosphere, easy and fast linkage with their fellow Muslim brothers wherever they may be;
easier and freer world of trade and have the best opportunities to most things. The study however observed that Western
contemporary globalization poses threats to religions such as those of globalization of immorality, injustice, trade with antiIslamic terms and conditions, internationalized crime et cetera. Muslims would have to avoid or be cautious of many things for
Islam is a complete religion that has what is forbidden and allowed (halaal and haramm) based on principles of (Shariah,
justice to all, humanity and compassion, obedience to and seeking Allah’s pleasure); to Muslims, Contemporary globalization
has to be in conformity with original provisions of Islam. The study recommended that Muslims must rise up in seeking
knowledge on Islam and all other fields, further intellectual explorations of works by Muslim scholars/thinkers so that any
advancement in globalization would be properly domesticated within Islam for the Muslims to make optimum use of any
advancement to the benefit of Islam.
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